Costs Facts about Tracheostomy and Mechanical Ventilation:
Tracheostomy is one of the most frequent procedures performed in an intensive care unit1,2

100,000

Average number of tracheostomies performed annually in the U.S.1

24%

Percentage of tracheostomies performed on critically ill patients that
require mechanical ventilation3

Patients who require tracheostomy for respiratory failure, diagnosis-related group (DRG) 483,
have a high consumption of resources. By DRG categories, they have the highest patient costs
and the highest hospital reimbursement.4

29 days

Average length of stay for a tracheostomized patient5

$265,499

Average amount of hospital charges associated with tracheostomy5

$60 Billion

Expected national bill in the year 2020 associated with prolonged
mechanical ventilation6
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Hospital and Long-term Outcome After Tracheostomy for Respiratory
Failure
Engoren M, Arslanian-Engoren C, Fenn-Buderer N.
Departments of Anesthesiology and Internal Medicine, St. Vincent Mercy Medical Center,
Toledo, OH 43608, USA.
Objective:
To determine the patient characteristics, hospital course, hospital cost, posthospital survival,
and functional outcome in a group of patients with tracheostomy for respiratory failure.
Design: Retrospective chart review combined with prospective evaluation of functional status.
Setting: An urban, tertiary-care medical center.
Patients:
Adult patients with tracheostomy for respiratory failure between January 1, 1998, and December
31, 2000.
Methods:
Retrospective chart review and prospective administration of the Short Form-36 (SF-36) for
health status outcome.
Results:
Four hundred twenty-nine patients were studied. Hospital mortality was 19%. Only 57% of
survivors were liberated from mechanical ventilation. At 100 days, 6 months, 1 year, and 2
years after discharge, 24%, 30%, 36%, and 42% of hospital survivors had died, respectively.
Patients liberated from mechanical ventilation and having their tracheostomy tubes
decannulated had the lowest mortality (8% at 1 year); the mortality of ventilator-dependent
patients was highest (57%). Sixty-six patients completed the SF-36 for functional status. While
emotional health was generally good, physical function was quite limited. Median hospital direct
variable cost was $29,340.
Conclusion:
Overall survival and functional status are poor in patients with tracheostomy for respiratory
failure. Patients who are liberated from mechanical ventilation and have their tracheostomy
tubes removed have the best survival; however, it comes at a higher hospital cost and longer
length of stay.
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How is mechanical ventilation employed in the intensive care unit?
An international utilization review.
Esteban A, Anzueto A, Alía I, Gordo F, Apezteguía C, Pálizas F, Cide D, Goldwaser R, Soto L,
Bugedo G, Rodrigo C, Pimentel J, Raimondi G, Tobin MJ.
Hospital Universitario de Getafe, Madrid, Spain.
Abstract:
A 1-d point-prevalence study was performed with the aim of describing the characteristics of
conventional mechanical ventilation in intensive care units ICUs from North America, South
America, Spain, and Portugal. The study involved 412 medical-surgical ICUs and 1,638 patients
receiving mechanical ventilation at the moment of the study. The main outcome measures were
characterization of the indications for initiation of mechanical ventilation, the artificial airways
used to deliver mechanical ventilation, the ventilator modes and settings, and the methods of
weaning. The median age of the study patients was 61 yr, and the median duration of
mechanical ventilation at the time of the study was 7 d. Common indications for the initiation of
mechanical ventilation included acute respiratory failure (66%), acute exacerbation of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (13%), coma (10%), and neuromuscular disorders (10%).
Mechanical ventilation was delivered via an endotracheal tube in 75% of patients, a
tracheostomy in 24%, and a facial mask in 1%. Ventilator modes consisted of assist/control
ventilation in 47% of patients and 46% were ventilated with synchronized intermittent mandatory
ventilation, pressure support, or the combination of both. The median tidal volume setting was 9
ml/kg in patients receiving assist/control and the median setting of pressure support was 18 cm
H(2)O. Positive end-expiratory pressure was not employed in 31% of patients. Method of
weaning varied considerably from country to country, and even within a country several
methods were in use. We conclude that the primary indications for mechanical ventilation and
the ventilator settings were remarkably similar across countries, but the selection of modes of
mechanical ventilation and methods of weaning varied considerably from country to country.
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Prolonged acute mechanical ventilation and hospital bed utilization in
2020 in the United States: implications for budgets, plant and
personnel planning
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Background:
Adult patients on prolonged acute mechanical ventilation (PAMV) comprise 1/3 of all adult MV
patients, consume 2/3 of hospital resources allocated to MV population, and are nearly twice as
likely to require a discharge to a skilled nursing facility (SNF). Their numbers are projected to
double by year 2020. To aid in planning for this growth, we projected their annualized days and
costs of hospital use and SNF discharges in year 2020 in the US.
Methods:
We constructed a model estimating the relevant components of hospital utilization. We
computed the total days and costs for each component; we also applied the risk for SNF
discharge to the total 2020 PAMV population. The underlying assumption was that process of
care does not change over the time horizon. We performed Monte Carlo simulations to establish
95% confidence intervals (CI) for the point estimates.
Results:
Given 2020 projected PAMV volume of 605,898 cases, they will require 3.6 (95% CI 2.7–4.8)
million MV, 5.5 (95% CI 4.3–7.0) million ICU and 10.3 (95% CI 8.1–13.0) million hospital days,
representing an absolute increase of 2.1 million MV, 3.2 million ICU and 6.5 million hospital
days over year 2000, at a total inflation-adjusted cost of over $64 billion. Expected discharges to
SNF are 218,123 (95% CI 177,268–266,739), compared to 90,928 in 2000.
Conclusion:
Our model suggest that the projected growth in the US in PAMV population by 2020 will result in
annualized increases of more than 2, 3, and 6 million MV, ICU and hospital days, respectively,
over year 2000. Such growth requires careful planning efforts and attention to efficiency of
healthcare delivery.
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Tracheostomy In ICU: An Insight into the Present Concepts
Muralidhar K.
Narayana Hrudayalaya Institute of Medical Sciences
Summary:
Tracheostomy is a commonly performed surgical procedure in the intensive care units.
Indications for tracheostomy are mainly four-fold namely airway obstruction, aspiration of
secretions, airway protection from aspiration and provision of mechanical ventilation.
Anaesthesia technique used for tracheostomy is varied and is dictated by the general condition
of the patient. Percutaneous tracheostomy is an alternative to the surgical approach that can be
done at the bedside and has several advantages. Though a simple procedure, tracheostomy
can be associated with a number of life–threatening complications like hypoxia, cardiac arrest,
injury to structures immediately adjacent to the trachea, pneumothoax and haemothorax.
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Tracheostomy patients on the ward: multiple benefits from a
multidisciplinary team?
Mihae Yu
Department of Surgery, Division of Surgical Critical Care, Queen's Medical Center, University of
Hawaii, 1356 Lusitana Street, 6th floor, Honolulu, HI 96813, USA
Abstract:
Patients requiring tracheostomies tend to have a longer length of stay due to their underlying
disease. After a thorough literature search, Garrubba and colleagues found only three studies
assessing the impact of multidisciplinary teams (MDTs) on tracheostomy patients on the ward.
One consistent observation was the decreased time to decannulation after institution of MDT
care when compared with historical controls. Although a large prospective randomized trial is
desirable before MDT is recommended, many institutions may have already formed a team
approach to provide coordinated care resulting in improved outcome and length of stay.
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